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ACCESSORIES BROCHURE
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ABOUT US

ADDITIONAL
ACCESSORIES

We have designed a range of custom-
built Accessories that perfectly blend 
into our range of tipis to make them a 

versatile space.

ALL-WEATHER 
SOLUTIONS

Not only do our Accessories make our 
tipis easier to use from an operational 
standpoint, but they also allow you to 

use them during wind, rain 
and snow too.

MADE IN 
BRITAIN

All of our products are designed 
and manufactured in Britain. We 

are proud to support the Buy British 
campaign and we have full control 
over our production process in our 

factories in Lancashire, UK.

Based in the heart of Lancashire, The Tipi Company manufacture British-made large event tipis and accessories for the use 
of outdoor events. Durable, reliable and waterproof, the tipis provide an outdoor structure that has been Made in Britain, 
for a whole range of services including wedding venues, activity centres, outdoor classrooms, glamping accommodation and 
outdoor restaurants.

The tipis are available in four different sizes and can be either erected onto grassed areas or fields, or built on hard-standing 
areas such as car parks or patios, using our handy All-Terrain Anchorage Kit (see page 23). 

The company’s aim is to offer you true flexibility with your tipi structure and as a result, we have designed a range of 
Accessories to enhance the basic structure, making them perfect for both Summer and Winter events. Take a look at 
our Weatherproofing Kits on page 17 and Porches on pages 14-16 to see our best-selling all-weather solutions.
 
All of our tipis are enhanced and complimented by our hand-crafted British-made tables, benches and bars to 
create a party to remember.
 
With an extra beam that widens the usable internal space available, our linking equipment enables you to 
interlink your tipis together to create configurations for larger numbers of guests. The Big Hat, Midi and Baby 
Tipis can all be attached to one another, so the possibilities are endless. Take a look at our Link Kits on 
pages 10 – 12 for further information.
 
Our Panoramic Panels are perfect for those wishing to increase the square footage of their tipis inside, 
without adding on another tipi to the configuration. The panels also add extra height towards the 
corners of the tipi, making it a perfect working space for a bar or stage area. Take a look at our 
Panoramic Panels on page 22.

Please note that all of our Accessories come complete with their own assembly instructions.

Do get in touch with the team for further information 

info@thetipicompany.com.
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PRICE LIST

TIPI RANGE PRICE ENTRANCES PRICE ADDITIONAL EXTRAS PRICE ADDITIONAL EXTRAS PRICE

Big Hat Tipi £9900 Entrance Porch 
(with zipped canvas door) £1395 Panoramic Window Kit £1790 Pop-up Catering Tent 

(4.5mx3.0m) £1900

Midi Tipi £7900 Wooden Entrance Doors £995
All-Terrain Anchorage Kit 

(set of nine steel base 
plates)

£895
Pop-up Catering Tent 

Package 
(2 pop-up catering tents)

£3700

Baby Tipi £5900 Hessian Curtains £95

Little Hat £2495 Baby Entrance Porch £795
All-Terrain Anchorage Kit 

(pack of 60 D-ring 
brackets)

£100

Large Catering Tent 
(6m x 6m) £4890

LINK KITS PRICE
WEATHERPROOFING 

KITS
PRICE Big Hat Carpet Set £1800

2-Tipi Link Kit £1920 Kit 1 (fit into the centre of 1 
Big Hat) £3405

All-Terrain Anchorage Kit 
(set of nine ballast base 

plates)
£800

Midi Tipi Carpet Set £995

3-Tipi Link Kit £2400 Kit 2 (fit into the centre of 
2 Big Hats) £3585 Baby Tipi Carpet Set £795

Baby Tipi Link Tunnel £995 Kit 3 (fit into the centre of 
3 Big Hats) £7885 Wooden Table (1.83m) £245 Sectional Wooden 

Flooring (per Big Hat) £3000

TRAINING PRICE Additional Tunnel Bay £800 Wooden Bench (1.83m) £150 Personalised Branding 
Panel £50**

Online Training Portal £1500
Additional Tunnel Bay 

Canvas Side Sheets 
(pair of)

£395

Standard Bar (1.83m) £1330

Onsite Training £500* Extra Long Bar (2.44m) £1560

* price per day, plus expenses and travel

** plus artwork setup fees

PRICE LIST

All prices listed exclude VAT
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BIG HAT TIPI

BIG HAT TIPI
PRICE £9900

The largest tipi in our range, the Big Hat’s brim can be 
raised and lowered, like a hat, to interlink it to another 

tipi and create a larger space.

TIPI MODEL DIAMETER SEATED STANDING

Big Hat 10.3m 54 – 72 80

OUR TIPI RANGE
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MIDI TIPI

MIDI TIPI
PRICE £7900

A Midi tipi is the perfect space for a chillout room or a 
bar area. It can be interlinked to all other sizes of tipis, 

linked to a building, or they can standalone.

TIPI MODEL DIAMETER SEATED STANDING

Midi Tipi 8.4m 30 – 40 50
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BABY TIPI

BABY TIPI
PRICE £5900

The smallest tipi in our range, the Baby Tipi, can be 
used standalone for glamping, outdoor classrooms or a 

children’s party, or they can be linked to a Big Hat using 
a tunnel (see page 12), or a Midi using our 2-Tipi Link 

Kit (see page 10). 

*Please note – Entrance Porch not included (see page 18)

TIPI MODEL DIAMETER SEATED STANDING

Baby Tipi 6.5m 12 – 18 15
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LITTLE HAT

LITTLE HAT
PRICE £2495

An easy and quick to assemble outdoor shelter, which 
fits in perfectly with our range of tipis. The Little Hat is 
perfect for an outdoor drinks reception area, meeting 

point or shelter.

TIPI MODEL DIAMETER SEATED STANDING

Little Hat 7m 24 – 32 35

LINK KITS

10
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2 - TIPI LINK KIT

Unique to The Tipi Company, our Link Kits have the unique extra feature of eaves beams which are located at either side of the link section and aid to widen it 
enough to allow for extra seating and head room, without increasing the footprint of the tipis. The kit allows you to interlink a Big Hat – Big Hat or a Big Hat – 
Midi Tipi, to create a space for a larger number of guests. If the formation you are wishing to create is in a line, then the 2-Tipi Link Kits are all that you need.

PRICE £1920

3 - TIPI LINK KIT
Ideal for up to 150 

guests, the triangle 
formation of three Big Hats 

requires a 3-tipi link kit.

 This creates a huge internal 
space where you can position one 

Big Hat at the front (to be used as 
an entrance tipi) or at the back (for 

the dancefloor) 

PRICE £2400
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BABY TIPI LINK TUNNEL

We have designed a 4m Link 
Tunnel to attach a Baby tipi to 
the main Big Hat formation, 
making it the perfect space 
for children during a large 
event. A Baby tipi is great 
as a standalone, intimate 
event space, but its even 
better when linked to a Big 
Hat formation to act as a 
children’s play area or chill 
out space. 

The Tunnel is 4m in length at 
ground level, by 2.5m wide.

PRICE £995

ENTRANCES
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Tipis are perfect for the 
summer months – but what 
happens when it rains? 
Our Entrance Porches are 
the perfect accessory to 
add onto your Big Hat to 
stop the rain from dripping 
directly into the tipi – and 
an essential addition when 
linking a catering tent to the 
formation. They also make for 
an aesthetically pleasing entry 
into the space and the canvas 
door can be zipped shut to 
keep the warmth inside. The 
Entrance Porch can be fitted 
into either a Big Hat or a Midi 
Tipi via a zip on the main tipi 
canvas.

Your Entrance Porch can also 
have a pair of Wooden Doors 
fitted into the framework. 
Please see page 15 for further 
information.
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ENTRANCE PORCH
WITH ZIPPED CANVAS DOOR

PRICE £1395
Includes zipped canvas door
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WOODEN ENTRANCE DOORS
WOODEN ENTRANCE 
DOORS

The perfect finish for any 
winter event in a tipi, our 
Porch and Entrance Tunnels 
can be fitted with a pair 
of Wooden Doors that are 
stunning yet in keeping with 
the style of the tipis. They are 
hand crafted in Lancashire by 
our skilled wood workers and 
finished with black powder-
coated ironmongery. The price 
includes the timber framework 
surrounding the doors with a 
canvas covering. PRICE £995

HESSIAN CURTAINS

Our Hessian Curtains are 
a simple, yet rustic way to 
conceal the entrance to the 
catering tent, or to dress up 
the opening to the tipi. The 
price includes the curtains and 
rope tie backs. PRICE £95

Wooden Entrance Doors Hessian Curtains
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BABY ENTRANCE PORCH
If you are planning on using 
your Baby Tipi as a standalone 
space, then our Baby Entrance 
Porch creates a dramatic yet 
practical entrance. If it is 
raining then the porch will 
stop the water from dripping 
directly into the tipi and it can 
also be zipped shut to keep 
the warmth inside.

PRICE £795
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If you want to completely weatherproof your tipis for a Winter, windy or 
wet event, one of our Weatherproofing Kits is just what you need.

It can be placed in the centre of one, two or three Big Hat configurations 
and consists of a number of our Accessories.

All Weatherproofing Kits come with Clearview Blanking Panels as 
standard, but if you would prefer them in the plain tipi canvas, please get 
in touch.

The only difference between each size of configuration is the size of 
Blanking panel required to fit the kit into the tipis.

WEATHERPROOFING KIT
Includes: Entrance Tunnel Starter Bay; Additional 
Tunnel Bay; One set of Tunnel Side Sheets; Zip Canvas 
door; Blanking Panels

PRICE

Kit 1 - To fit into centre of 1 Big Hat
Includes 4.7m blanking panels £3405

Kit 2 - To fit into centre of 2 Big Hats
Includes 5.5m blanking panels £3585

Kit 3 - To fit into centre of 3 Big Hats
Includes 6 window & blanking panels £7885

WEATHERPROOFING KITS 

PRODUCT PRICE
Additional Tunnel Bay £800

Additional Tunnel Bay Canvas Side Sheets (pair of)   £395
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KIT 1
ONE BIG HAT
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KIT 2
TWO BIG HATS
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KIT 3
THREE BIG HATS
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ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
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PANORAMIC WINDOW

Our Panoramic Windows are ideal for a whole host of uses but one of the key benefits is that they give extra headroom to a stage, or a bar when positioned in 
this section. Additionally, if you have erected your tipis on a site with fantastic views, the clearview window will allow your guests the opportunity to enjoy the 
surrounding countryside while being protected from the weather.

The Panoramic Window comes with a large clearview PVC window in the centre as standard, so that your guests can enjoy the surrounding views. If you would 
prefer to have them with plain tipi canvas (no window), please let us know. Additionally, they have a zip along the vertical seams so that they can be unzipped, 
rolled up and secured at the top should the sun decide to shine.

The Panoramic Window Kit includes the clearview window, in addition to a pair of 4m Clearview Blanking Panels and accompanying framework, which are 
required to weatherproof the section.

PANORAMIC WINDOW KIT PRICE £1790 (inclusive of Blanking Panels to fit)
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Our All-Terrain Anchorage Kit consists of nine pole sockets which fit 
to the end of the main tipi poles. These then fix onto the steel base 
plates (one per leg) that you use to secure the tipi to the ground.

On the base plates are two projecting bolts which aid to help you 
locate a timber ring beam onto the plate at either side, in addition to 
an eye ring which is used for the main tension point of the canvas.

We recommend you build a timber ring beam around the base of the 
tipi, locating onto these steel base plates at each pole point – you can 
purchase the timber for the timber ring beam from any local timber 
merchant (so long as it is 6 x 3 inch tantalised timber). This timber 
ring beam will allow fixing points for the D-rings along the mudwall of 
the tipi, to obtain the correct tensioning.

There is the provision on the steel base plate to stake out; to use a 
chem-fix anchor resin fixing; or to attach to a Ballast Base Plate (for a 
barrel or water tank to sit on).

ALL-TERRAIN ANCHORAGE KIT

PRICE £895 – for set of nine steel base plates

PRICE £100 – for pack of 60 D-ring brackets 
(to secure the canvas to the timber ring beam)

PRICE £800 – for set of nine Ballast Base Plates

Anchorage Kit attached to Ballast Barrel Base Plate
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1. Designed and made in Lancashire, by local timber craftsmen, our wooden 
tables and benches are the perfect match for our tipis. Collapsible with 
powder-coated iron stays, our seating does not need any dressing up to 
impress guests.

SEATING & BARS

1. 2.

2. Also designed and made in Lancashire, our wooden bars are stunning yet 
practical with removable shelves and bar top, and collapsible sides.

STANDARD BAR (1.83M) PRICE £1330
EXTRA LONG BAR (2.44M) PRICE £1560

WOODEN TABLE (1.83M) PRICE £245
WOODEN BENCH (1.83M) PRICE £150
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CATERING

We offer two options of catering tent which are both covered in the same 
coloured canvas as the tipis to ensure they blend into the formation 
seamlessly.
 
The first option is our collapsible, Pop Up Catering tent, which can be quickly 
erected and dismantled.

Pop Up Catering Tent with collapsible  aluminium 50mm frame and 
lightweight canvas cover 4.5m x 3.0m PRICE £1900

Pop Up Catering Tent Package (includes 2 x Pop Up Catering Tent; 2 removable 
gutters) PRICE £3700

The second option is an extremely sturdy box section aluminium catering 
marquee, covered in the same durable fabric as the tipis, ideal for long term 
installs during the winter period.

6.0m x 6.0m Catering Tent PRICE £4890      
 
We recommend using an Entrance Porch on the side of the tipi so that the 
catering tent can be pulled up close to the formation without the need to go 
outside. See page 14 for further information.

4.5 x 6m Catering Tent (Pop Up Catering Tent Package)  6 x 6m Catering Tent
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The industry standard everyone 
uses is a woven matting from 
Dandydura. We recommend 
using the same and you can order 
this directly with them. However, if 
attention to detail and perfection is at the 
core of your business, our custom-made 
carpet strips might be just the thing you’re 
looking for. Where we differ is that all of our 
carpets are cut to the shape of the nonagon tipi.
 
Our Big Hat carpets are made overlong, so that 
when sides are partially lifted or a Panoramic Panel 
is fitted then there is enough carpet to extend to the 
tipi perimeter and the overlap in the middle.
 
Each end of the carpet is bound off with edging tape and 
eyelets so that tension can be created. We also velcro each 
section of carpet together so that there is no overlaps and 
therefore no trip hazards and no need to knock a multitude of 
pegs into the ground. The velcro runners are the only item that 
needs pegging out, but these act as a straight line to work to.
 
Also available for Midi Tipis and Baby Tipis in a one-piece section. 

BIG HAT – PRICES FROM £1800
MIDI TIPI – PRICES FROM £995
BABY TIPI – PRICE FOR ONE-PIECE CARPET £795

CARPET
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Practical yet stunning, our Sectional Wooden Flooring is 
perfect for semi-permanent tipi sites where Woven Matting 
Flooring isn’t practical. The flooring is quick and easy to fit, 
and can be left down for long periods of time. 

PRICE £3000 PER BIG HAT

SECTIONAL WOODEN FLOORING 
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PERSONALISED BRANDING PANEL

In every tipi we manufacture, 
there are two canvas triangles 
that cover the zips that can be 
branded with your logo.

(Please note: Without this 
option, your tipis will have 
The Tipi Company logo 
printed onto the canvas which 
can not be replaced at a later 
date.) 

PRICE £50 PER CANVAS 
TRIANGLE (plus print setup 
costs depending on artwork)
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Our Online Training 
Portal will be available 
for all Tipi Company 
clients to purchase. The 
self-paced training portal 
will allow you and your team 
to work through all aspects of 
assembly, at your own pace.

The portal will include step-by-step 
guides, videos, images, downloadable 
documents such as manuals and much 
more. This a vital tool when training, as 
it allows you to access instructions and 
guidance documents at any time on your 
laptop, iPad or smartphone.

PRICE – £1500

In addition to the Online Training Portal, we also 
recommend clients book onto our 1-2-1 Training 
Programme, which takes place at our factory in 
Manchester and also in our training field in Lancashire. 
This is a perfect opportunity for clients who prefer to work 
with a member of our highly skilled team face-to-face, as it is 
an opportunity to have all of your questions answered.

Onsite training PRICE – £500* 

*Priced per day. Up to 2 Big Hats linked training will take 1 day; Up to 3 Big 
Hats linked training will take 3 days. Plus travel and expenses.

ONLINE TRAINING PORTAL 
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Because our tipis and accessories are Made In 
Britain, right here in Lancashire, we have full 
control over the production process to ensure a 
high quality throughout our range.

The other benefit of being based in Britain is that 
we offer a full Repairs Service inhouse, where the 
same team who have made your tipis, will also deal 
with any repairs you may need.

Pay attention to any snagging that may occur 
during builds & breaks and repair them 
immediately with your TTC Repair Kit (pictured 
below), which is complimentary for every new 
customer.

If any larger rips occur, please do get in touch with 
our Repairs team who will be able to repair this for 
you. If we can fix it, we will, and if we can’t, you can 
purchase replacement components from us.

REPAIRS LINE: 01204 860738
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REPAIRS SERVICE

Contents of TTC Repairs Kit (presented within a neat fabric roll with spare pockets): 
Sailmakers palm (to protect your hand when pushing needles through thick canvas); D-rings 

with webbing; 2 spare pole grabbers; spool of anti-wick thread, double sided repair tape, 
three needles; Seam grip (seam impregnating agent); roll of tipi canvas; roll of mudwall; 

Tenax quick release rivets.
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We reserve the right to change the specification of our products throughout the lifetime of this document. All content and images within this document are owned by The Tipi Company and as a result, 
copying, publishing, or distributing of these items without express written permission and agreement is strictly prohibited. At the time of going to press, every care has been taken to ensure that all of the 

information contained within this document is current and accurate – we take no responsibility for any damage caused by printing errors. V1.1

01204 860 738     info@thetipicompany.com     www.thetipicompany.com

Unit 1 Jubilee Works, Vale Street, Bolton, BL2 6QF

Born in Manchester  |  Made in Britain  |  Available Worldwide


